Thomas M. Lyle, and he explained that such a citation would
be issued after a review of the status change form to ascertain
whether it was timely filed (Tr. 24).
Mr. Ridley stated that the original citation issued by
Mr. Lyle contained no negligence findings on the face of the
form/ but that he (Ridley) modified the citation on January 7, 1983,
to include a negligence finding.  He stated that he made this finding
after reviewing the status form and finding that a month and
a half had gone by since the unit in question was reported
abandoned, and he believed that the respondent was negligent
in not submitting the form sooner (Tr. 25).
On cross-examination, Mr. Ridley confirmed that MSHA's
regulations do not require a mine operator to file a daily
coal production report for each coal producing unit (Tr. 29).
He also confirmed that while it is not a common practice for
MSHA's health staff to delve into company production records,
it has been done in the past, but infrequently (Tr. 30).
He also confirmed that an inspector is instructed to make
any negligence and gravity findings by filling out the
appropriate places on the citation form at the time he issues
the citation (Tr. 31),  He conceded that his modification
of the citation by filling out the negligence portion of the
citation form issued by Inspector Lyle 52 days after the initial
service of the citation on the respondent in this case "was
a long period of time" (Tr. 32).  Mr. Ridley also confirmed
that his supervisor Charles E. Dukes instructed him to modify
the citation to show a "high degree of negligence" (Tr. 35).
Mr. Ridley stated further that had he issued the original
citation/ he would have made the same negligence finding
(Tr. 36).
Mr. Ridley explained that under MSHA's dust sampling
procedures, an operator must take five valid dust samples
within each two month period (Tr. 37).  He agreed that if the
respondent sampled during the September-October sample cycle
and then abandoned the unit on September 25, he could legally
do this since the sample cycle had not run its course (Tr. 40).
Respondent's testimony and evidence
Dennis Travis, testified that he was familiar with the
three citations issued by MSKA Inspector Lyle on November 16, 1982,
concerning the filing of the mine status change forms in
question,  Mr. Travis confirmed that he was employed as an
environmental health technician at respondent's Wheatcroft
Mine.  With regard to Citation No. 2075602, Mr. Travis stated
that mine records indicated that coal was .produced on the
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